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ABSENCE OF CULTURAL SHOCK:
POSITIVE EXPERIENCE OF PLUNGING INTO MODERN KAZAKH CULTURE

The article under consideration deals with the problem of intercultural dialogue from the point of view of an individual.
The personal experience helps the author to define the factors for successful plunging into foreign culture, taking modern Kazakh
culture as an example. The author offers some pieces of advice to avoid cultural shock as two cultures clashes, e.g. following of
the codes of conduct, studying of local habits and traditions, taking interest in local names and toponyms as basic foundations of
history and culture of the country. The author also suggests introducing certain measures insuring the stimulation of cooperation
and friendship between two neighboring countries, Russia and Kazakhstan.
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In today's interaction and interpenetration of cultures it is becoming ever more important to understand certain
mechanisms assuring positive outcome of the clash of cultures experience. Such mechanisms help to ensure mutually
beneficial results of the contacts and can prevent any negative consequences. Of course, the interaction of cultures
can besometimes a difficult and multilevel process. «The processes of cultural exchange and communication are of
cross-cutting nature. The interaction of cultures can occur in a uniform co-operation and as a result of the forcible
seizure of territories, military conquest. In the latter case, the result of cultural interaction is aimed at taking advan-
tage of one of the parties to the detriment of the other» [1, . 84].

In this article, however, we do not intend to study thoroughly the impact of global factors on major social sys-
tems in a cross-cultural interaction. On the contrary, we would like to dwell on the analysis of the experience of the
dialogue of cultures from the perspective of an individual, forced by circumstances to face the cultural environment
previously unfamiliar and somewhat alien.

No doubt, almost every person faced the problem of culture shock when immersed in a social environment
different from the familiar environment of the individual. As Ms. Michelle LeBaron points out that « though largely
below the surface, cultures are a shifting, dynamic set of starting points that orient us in particular ways and away
from other directions. Each of us belongs to multiple cultures that give us messages about what is normal, appropri-
ate, and expected. When others do not meet our expectations, it is often a cue that our cultural expectations are dif-
ferent. We may mistake differences between others and us for evidence of bad faith or lack of common sense on the
part of others, not realizing that common sense is also cultural. What is common to one group may seem strange,
counterintuitive, or wrong to another» [2].

Conflicts associated with negative experiences of a clash of cultures are often linked to the inability of the in-
dividual to realize the irrationality of any evaluation as the personal attitude towards foreign culture. Tolerance, sin-
cere interest and deep study of traditions, customs and realia will prevent the negative effects of immersion into a
foreign culture. As rightly emphasizes Mr. Koksharov, «a dialogue of cultures is penetratinginto the system of values
… of a given culture, showing great respect for them, overcoming stereotypes and original synthesis of other nation-
alities, leading to mutual enrichment and entry into the global cultural context. The dialogue of cultures supposes the
importance of adopting universal values … of interacting cultures» [3]. It is through understanding and adequate
perception of cultural values comes the possibility to overcome any cultural barriers for successful dialogue.

It should be noted the close ties between Russia and Kazakhstan, promoting cultural interaction at both the
political level and the level of individuals, especially around the border regions. The absence of a language barrier
should be taken into consideration, which allows you to safely overcome a number of difficulties which would cer-
tainly arise in the collision of different cultures. Official bilingualism of Kazakhstan is certainly a cornerstone of the
accord of cultures, both within the country and outside (former Soviet Republics’culture of neighboring states with
Kazakhstan, in particular Russia).

Taking into account our personal experience of first acquaintance with the culture of Kazakhstan, we should
point out some peculiar features the awareness of which can be of some help in ensuring the success of personal con-
tact. To start with it is important to identify some characteristic elements of Kazakh culture as a whole. As Ms. Akiz-
hanova and Ms. Satenova state the Kazakh culture can be positioned as universalistic (rules and laws are applied to
everyone), collectivistic (the frequent usage of « we», people achieve greater success in a group and share common
responsibility, although they tend to avoid personal responsibility), affective (verbal and nonverbal expression of
ideas and feelings, clear manifestation of emotions, free flow of emotions), diffusive (there is no clear distinction
between work and personal life), culture which is oriented towards respect to older generation (based on the cultural
indexes of G. Hofstede) [4].

Let us discuss some of the abovementioned characteristic features of the modern culture of Kazakhstan. Un-
doubtedly,  the  first  thing  to  be  noticed  by  a  foreigner  entering  the  country  for  the  first  time is  the  way the  people
greet each other. These forms of polite greetings are quite different from e.g. those of Russia. People here shake
hands (as many cultures do), but people who are acquainted or related will embrace each other or at least touch
shoulder or forearm. It is a tradition to ask «How are you doing?», although it is not necessarily an inquiry of your
personal matters, just polite way of saying « hello».

Politeness is of great importance here especially during contacts with senior citizens – it goes without saying
that in public transport no older person will be left without a seat. Such polite attitude towards the elderly has very
deep roots in Asian cultures and in the Kazakh culture in particular. Older relatives will be looked after (usually the
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youngest child in the family takes responsibility to help parents) and they will be by no means doomed to live in
misery alone.

Speaking further on about politeness we should also note a much less number of vulgarisms in the speech of
Russian speaking Kazakh citizens. It is probably linked with greater control of emotions exercising by the people
here. Traditionally the nomads were less emotional and passionate than the people of the cities. They just didn’t have
time to be idle. The influence of Islamic rules also prevents locals from expressing their emotions in a disturbing
uncontrollable way. Such strict code of conduct of course is being under pressure from modern tendencies (free ex-
pression of emotions, lack of self-control, lack of respect to other people). Modern world changes traditions and de-
structive power of certain « technological achievement» of means of communication, Internet and TV badly influ-
ence younger people. A Russian-speaking person will sure to hear some notorious Russian invectives in the fluency
of Kazakh speech. Fortunately, such incidents are much rarer than in Russia where taboo words are part of almost
every person everyday speech.

Unlike  politeness  in  public  transport  one  should  be  ready  for  a  certain  surprise  while  driving  a  car.  The
abovementioned self-control of emotions is absent on the road. One might think that some deeper buried instincts of
nomads take control over the driver on the road. The spirit of steppe «Tengri» possesses modern «riders» making
them famous batyrs (legendary warriors of Kazakhstan). The drivers are rather impatient and easily irritated exces-
sively using horns and flashing lights. But no one should be disturbed by such behavior. Just follow the rules and be
patient.

Also deep historical origin is at the core of Kazakh hospitality. The steppe life is full of hardships and it is
crucial to have close ties with relatives and friends. That is why all family events are held at a scale unusual for a
western-European guest. Not only close relatives and friends are invited but also rather distant relatives and ac-
quaintances and colleagues. E.g. the school graduation party is traditionally organized at a restaurant and not only
school leavers and their parents are invited but all teachers of the school, school administrative staff (for example
school nurse and accountant) and all willing relatives as well. The custom has it to order many dishes. The main rea-
son is not the hunger but the wish to show that the hosts of the event are not misers and they will treat their guests as
fine as they can. We heard once at a meeting where the school graduation prom was discussed a following remark in
response to the suggestion to be a bit more economical and take away some dishes from the menu, « What will other
schools think of us, is we had only three salads on our tables?». It  is also worthy to mention that such behavior is
characteristic of all the nationalities of the Republic, not only the Kazakhs. The end of each event is marked by the
giving of small take-away gifts to remember the event. After children’s birthday parties it is traditional to have a
small pack of sweets or souvenirs (for example, a mug with a name of a birthday child.

Undoubtedly modern Kazakhstan is greatly influenced by Islamic culture and it is the dominant religion in the
Republic. Most population tries to follow the basic rules of the belief. But unlike in other neighboring countries
where Islam is the dominant belief here one would not notice many manifestation of religion, like for example in
historically Muslim country like Egypt. A foreign guest may notice some religious gestures e.g. while passing by a
cemetery. Also one would notice that the population of the country drinks much less than its northern neighbor. The
policy of the government is oriented towards secular country with tolerance to all the religions and confessions.

Speaking about certain difficulties which may arise during stay in Kazakhstan we probably should mention
the personal names. Although here the following advice can be given. The guest can try remembering the names by
translating  them with  the  help  of  a  dictionary.  It  could  be  useful  not  only  for  remembering  the  names  of  new ac-
quaintances but it can ease the process of cultural assimilation and be very entertaining. The names in Kazakh culture
are given with a purpose and all have certain meaning known for the locals. In modern Russian tradition many names
have no cultural identity for the people and have no meaning known to modern Russians, e.g. the name « Dmitrii» is
a Greek name meaning «The follower of Goddess Demeter». Unlike such Russian traditions the Kazakhs give names
which have meaning identified by modern people as well and have certain importance in the culture. For example,
the Moon (Ai) played very important role in the lives of Kazakhs that is why the word also signifies something beau-
tiful, fine, and elegant. Many female names have « Ai» in their roots: Aiasel, Aibanu, Aibala, Aibarsha, Aibibi, Ai-
gansha,  Aigul,  Ainur(a),  Aisheshek etc.  If  we think  about  the  environment  where  the  Kazakhs  lived  we would  re-
member the vast steppe where only during a very short period beautiful flowers appear. Of course many female
names have the word «gul» – flower in there root: Aigul, Gulnara, Gilfia, Bibigul, etc. There are also many names
connected with certain historical personalities: Tamerlan(e), Timur, Adil (Edil) – Atilla, Cengiz (Genghis), Tomiris,
Nursultan, etc. Going back in history of the Kazakhstan peoples and their culture can help one not only enrich his/her
horizon but also prevent from making silly mistakes at a first meeting. Our names are very precious to every one of
us and making blunder while being introduced can be of certain unpleasant consequences.

To make the acquaintance with the Kazakh culture more entertaining one can be advised to pay special atten-
tion to the toponyms. It can enrich the vocabulary of the guest with new Kazakh words, e.g. the name of the capital
city of Kazakhstan is Astana, which means actually «capital of the country». There are many streets named «Dostyk»
meaning «friendship». Every city has a street «Zhenis» celebrating the Victory in the World War II. Many towns’
names have «tau» in their root meaning «hill, mountain»: Temirtau (Iron Mountain – there iron ore is produced).
Special interest should be taken towards toponyms which have antroponyms at their root. Such toponyms can help in
identifying the symbolic events in the history of Kazakhstan. For example, every town of Kazakhstan has a street
named after Abai Kunanbaev, who was most prominent Kazakh philosopher, poet, teacher. As in other parts of the
former Soviet Republics the people of Kazakhstan still cherish the names of the WW II heroes, there is, for example,
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a street and a monument to the hero of the War B. Momyshuly, who fought in the famous Moscow battle in 1941-42.
There are several toponyms related to the renowned Soviet scientist, geologist K. Satpaev. It is interesting to know
that there is a monument to Satpaev in Tomsk-city not far from one of the buildings of Tomsk Polytechnic Univer-
sity. This study could be of great assistance to any guest of the country to deeper understand what the people of the
country like, respect, feel, what they are proud of, what they want to remember. Toponyms are at the very core of the
culture of any nation.

Frankly speaking our own successful experience in Kazakhstan was ensured by the fact that we mostly trav-
eled and stayed in modern cultural and political centers of Kazakhstan Almaty and Astana. It is a known fact that
such big cities have certain universal for other world capitals features, e.g. greater open-mindedness, tolerance, flu-
ency in foreign languages (in case of Kazakhstan – the knowledge of Russian), orientation to western culture (films
and music, addiction to communication technologies, «mall» culture – traditions of passing time at a shopping mall).
So to be totally true we can’t define our staying in the country as total plunging into the culture. Although it should
be noted that during the last 20 years there have been many changes in the country and of course the country has ob-
tain new features and is still shaping its identity. There is much influence of neighboring Asian and Eastern cultures
(China, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, and Turkey). Some new traditions are introduced, for example, Nauryz, the holiday
celebrating new beginning, coming of spring and the end of winter. The holiday was widely celebrated by the peo-
ples of many regions within and outside of Kazakhstan before the Revolution of 1917, so we can say that the tradi-
tion is not introduced but rather renewed. Some traditions become extinct like, e.g. the celebration of February, 23rd –
the holiday in the Soviet Union commemoration the organizing the Red Army. There are new dates in the calendar,
e.g. May, 7th honoring the Kazakh Army, or December, 1st, the Day of the First President, December, 16th, Independ-
ence day. New traditions are of course very important for a young nation like Kazakhstan to promote its identity, to
unite the nation and to give new generations some foundation for national pride and honor.

Despite some changes Kazakhstan does not try to close from its northern neighbor and two official languages
provide greater opportunities for contacts of the two countries citizens. Tourism benefits a lot from such policy as
many Russians travel every year to Burabai (Borovoye) a wonderful resort in the Northern part of Kazakhstan, to the
Almaty region with its many attractions (skiing resorts, natural reserves, urban places of interest) as well as to the
capital of the country with its modern architecture. The second official language guarantees equality of nationalities
within the country and ensures political stability in this multinational and multicultural country in such difficult geo-
political situation in Eurasia continent.

To sum it up it would be reasonable to mention some initiatives which in our opinion should be launched in
the bordering regions of Russia to advance mutual contacts and encourage further cooperation between Russia and
Kazakhstan taking into account the experience of education system in the states close to the border with Mexica (the
USA). It would be practical to introduce the study of the Kazakh language at schools. In primary school there should
be included some examples of Kazakh literature such as fairy tales and legends. History curriculum can be broadened
to pay special attention to the events in the history of our countries which had great impact on the relations of the
nations. We find it important to increase cooperation in educational and cultural spheres (concerts, film festivals,
youth camps, competitions, cultural events, etc.) Younger people especially need to be encouraged to participate in
such events to make them better understand the culture of other nation. Without cultural background knowledge,
without cultural awareness of individual people the contacts of the countries will gradually slip into political small
talks and nothing more. If we let limit our relations by only political events we will destroy the ties of two histori-
cally and culturally intertwined nations. There should be introduced a new type of cultural orientation – a personal
cultural contact.

We would like to finish the discussion with the words we fine very appropriate here of the great Russian liter-
ary philosopher M. Bakhtin: «the alien culture discovers itself to its full capacity only in the eyes of another culture.
One sense opens its depths only when it meets or touches a different, alien sense…there begins a dialogue, which
overcomes closeness and one-sidedness of those senses, of those cultures… Such dialogue meeting of two cultures
prevents them from mixing and mingling but rather lets them enrich each other…» [5, . 354].
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